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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
INNOVATIVE, CONNECTED, EXPERIENTIAL, DATA-DRIVEN
These 4 words serve as the pillars of the AthliOS Brand. They inspire our
creative pursuits and drive our business decisions. They embody our
disruptive aspirations and fuel our culture of innovation. We are a faction of
engineers, designers, and visionaries with a passion for ﬁtness and
experiences. Working together to catapult the ﬁtness industry into the next
generation by asking ourselves one question: What makes an experience
extraordinary?
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INTRODUCTION

WOODWAY
+ ATHLIOS

IHRSA

PRODUCT
SHIP

PERSONAL
IZATION

FUNCTIONAL
WOODWAY
UI

UNDER
ARMOUR
UI

TRUE +
ATHLIOS

BASIS GOES
LIVE

EQUINOX +
ATHLIOS

TRUE
PROTOTYPE

AthliOS’ short history is one of accelerated development. Our commitment
to quality and speed lays the groundwork for a future of continuous
innovation. This timeline highlights our accomplishments to date.

REMOTE
UPDATES
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IHRSA
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TVserv

BRAND
POSITION

BRAND
ESSENCE

BRAND
ATTRIBUTES

BRAND
PERSONALITY

The Brand DNA determines the unique and distinct makeup of the brand and is
a roadmap that guides marketing and business decisions. It provides a central,
unifying idea around which all behaviors, actions and communications are
aligned. It will ensure the consistency and clarity of the brand across vision,
mission, values, goals, touch-points and behaviors.
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BRAND DNA

POSITIONING

TARGET USERS

OUR STANCE IN THE MARKET

WHO WE’RE GOING AFTER

IN DU ST RY
Fitness Tech

P O SI T I O N
AthliOS is the connected fitness blueprint. AthliOS is a connected ﬁtness platform built to support
Manufacturers + Club Facilities’ deployment of a branded, cloud-based experience across all of their
devices.

S EGMENT S

O.S P LATFORM

M A N AGE ME N T SE RVI C E S

I N N OVATI ON LA B

• Basis Cloud Storage

• Feature Updates

• Content Studio

• Asset Portal

• Partner Integrations

• Hardware Development

• On-Device User Interface

• Partner Network

• User Portal

• Ecosystem Expansion

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE

M A N U FA C T U R E R S

C L U B FACIL IT IE S

Large scale ﬁtness equipment
manufacturers similar to
Woodway and True.

Traditional big box gyms similar
to Equinox and specialized
boutique ﬁtness clubs similar to
Burn 60 and Orange Theory.

P L AT F O R M PA RT N E R S

USERS

Fit-Tech platforms that integrate
with manufacturer equipment
similar to Polar and Wahoo.

Fitness users that interact with
manufacturer’s equipment and
frequent big box/boutique
ﬁtness establishments.

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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MANUFACTURERS

CLUB FACILITIES

VALUE STATEMENT, PRODUCT + SALES PITCH

VALUE STATEMENT, PRODUCT + SALES PITCH

P O S I T I O N : AthliOS is the connected ﬁtness
blueprint for equipment manufacturers.
VA LU E STAT E M E N T: AthliOS enables
manufacturers to aggregate, store and
analyze machine and user data to drive
decision making, deliver a continually
updated, connected, on-device exercise
experience across multiple classes of
ﬁtness equipment and increase
end-user engagement.
P R O D U CT
At h l i O S B a s i s C LO U D : A cloud storage
system that collects and aggregates machine
and user data at a millisecond resolution.
Features
• Stores user and machine data for analysis
• Stores program and on-demand content
• Syncs with 3rd party applications
• Updates Remotely
At h l i O S As s e t P O RTA L :
(The hub of your digital experience)
A fully customizable analytics suite designed
for your needs, giving you next level insight
into your product and content usage patterns
to optimize future business decisions.
Features
• Global Data view
• Data segmenting
• Detailed Reporting
• Email/SMS alerts
• Issue Notiﬁcation
• Ticket Generation
• Health Desk
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At h l i O S D e v i c e U I : A custom-designed,
ubiquitous UI for all ﬁtness equipment loaded
with an arsenal of “ever-updating” features
and content.
Features
• Preloaded AthliOS and Partner content
• User proﬁles: data storage and machine
settings
• Wearable Integration: Peripheral Bluetooth
recognition
• Advertising opportunities
• Social challenges and contest platform
At h l i O S H a r d WA R E : Proprietary “Under
the hood” computing solutions that efﬁciently
& economically supercharge your on-device
experience.
Features
• TVserv: Proprietary IPTV plugin
• Integrated LED Lighting
• MiniITX
• GeekBOX
• RaspberryPI
At h l i O S U s e r P O RTA L : A white-label web
portal that enables users to store and analyze
exercise data.
SA L E S P I TC H
Cons of Developing In-House

1) High Development Costs: Developing a
connected ﬁtness solution is expensive
and requires an appreciable amount of
internal resources.

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE

2) Length Development Period: Building a
product “in the dark” without a proven and
tested engineering and design framework
leads to missed deadlines and out-of-date
products.
3) Slow to Update: Managing feature updates
and partner integrations is time consuming
and high priced. Manufacturer’s time is
better spent sticking to their engineering
competencies.
Pr o s o f Wo r k i n g w i t h At h l i O S

1) Speed of Development: Our proven and
tested platform and personal experience
cut down your development time from 40
months to 180 days.
2) Zero Maintenance: We manage EVERY duty
during EVERY stage of the product life
cycle and present cutting-edge solutions
on a quarterly basis to integrate into
future releases.
3) Business Model: We win when you win.
Our business model is based upon the
success of your product.

P O S I T I O N : AthliOS is the connected ﬁtness
blueprint for Club Facilities.
VA LU E STAT E M E N T: AthliOS enables Club
Facilities to aggregate, store and
analyze machine and user data to drive
decision making, deliver a continually
updated, connected, on-device exercise
experience across multiple classes of
ﬁtness equipment and increase
end-user engagement.
P R O D U CT
At h l i O S B a s i s C LO U D : A cloud storage
system that collects and aggregates machine
and user data at a millisecond resolution.
Features
• Stores user and machine data for analysis
• Stores program and on-demand content
• Syncs with 3rd party applications
• Updates Remotely
At h l i O S A s s e t P O RTA L :
(The hub of your digital experience)
A fully customizable analytics suite designed
for your needs, giving you next level insight
into your equipment, ﬂoor layout and content
usage patterns to optimize future business
decisions.
Features
• Regional Views
• Custom Dashboard
• Member Feedback
• Screen Messaging
• Status Alerts
• Document Library

At h l i O S D e v i c e U I : A custom-designed,
ubiquitous UI for all ﬁtness equipment loaded
with an arsenal of “ever-updating” features
and content.
Features
• Preloaded AthliOS and Partner content
• User proﬁles: data storage and machine
settings
• Wearable Integration: Peripheral Bluetooth
recognition
• Advertising opportunities
• Social challenges and contest platform
At h l i O S U s e r P O RTA L : A white-label web
portal that enables users to store and analyze
exercise data.
SA L E S P I TC H
Cons of Club Management

1) Inefficient Management of Equipment Use:
Managing a variety of manufacturers’
equipment use and health is an exhausting
and time-consuming burden.

2) Giant Learning Curve for Users and Staff:
The average club contains 5-6 different brands
of equipment with unique UIs, which causes
acclimatization issues for ﬁrst time users.

3) Inefficient Aggregation and Storage of User
Data for Personal Training: Collection of
on-device client progression and machine
customization is recorded in an ineffective
manner due to a lack of connectivity.

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE

Pr o s o f Wo r k i n g w i t h At h l i O S

1) Heightened Brand Experience: A ubiquitous
club UI, library of experiential content, and
social platform will differentiate you from your
competition.

2) Access to the “AthliOS Family” of Equipment
Manufacturers & Platform Partners: You reap
the rewards of AthliOS’ relationships with
leading equipment manufacturers and ﬁt-tech
enterprises in the form of cutting-edge club
experiences.

3) Decreased Equipment Learning Curve:
Ubiquitous on-device UIs and management
solutions will streamline your employee and
ﬁrst-time client onboarding process.
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PARTNERS + USERS

ATTRIBUTES

VALUE STATEMENT, PRODUCT + SALES PITCH

EMOTIONAL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE BRAND

PA RT N E R S
P O S I T I O N : AthliOS is the connected ﬁtness
blueprint for Platform Partners.
VA LU E STAT E M E N T: AthliOS enables
Platform Partners to aggregate, store and
analyze machine and user data to drive
decision making, deliver a continually
updated, connected, on-device exercise
experience across multiple classes of
ﬁtness equipment and increase
end-user engagement.
P R O D U CT
At h l i O S B a s i s C LO U D : A cloud storage
system that collects and aggregates machine
and user data at a millisecond resolution.
Features
• Stores user and machine data for analysis
• Stores program and on-demand content
• Syncs with 3rd party applications
• Updates Remotely
At h l i O S As s e t P O RTA L :
(The hub of your digital experience)
A fully customizable analytics suite designed
for your needs, giving you next level insight
into your product and content usage patterns
to optimize future business decisions.

SA L E S P I TC H
USERS
C o n s I n t e g ra t i o n M a n a g e m e n t
P O S I T I O N : AthliOS is the connected ﬁtness
1) Time Consuming: On average, a Platform
Partner must tailor their product to 22+ unique blueprint for the User.
manufacturer speciﬁcations.
VA LU E STAT E M E N T: AthliOS enables Users
to experience a connected, engaging and
2) Victim to Manufacturer’s Priorities:
entertaining workout experience that leads to
Manufacturers consistently push platform
increased engagement and a healthier
integrations down the development timeline,
lifestyle.
resulting in missed shipping dates.

3) Zero Access to Platform Integration Data:
Partners have no way to collect, aggregate
and analyze on-device app and content use.
Pr o s o f Wo r k i n g w i t h At h l i O S

1) Manufacturer Integration Management:
AthliOS manages all platform integrations for
their “Family” of manufacturers. Guaranteeing
on-time product releases and wireless
updates.

2) Access to Manufacturer User Data: AthliOS
provides access to user and machine on all
equipment running AthliOS software.

3) Increase Brand Exposure: Your custom
designed UI and branded content will be
featured on all “AthliOS Family” manufacturer
and equipment.

P R O D U CT

AthliOS DeviceUI: An intuitive UI loaded with an
arsenal of “ever-updating” features and
content.

Features
• Preloaded AthliOS and Partner content
• User proﬁles: data storage and machine
settings
• Wearable Integration: Peripheral Bluetooth
recognition
• Advertising opportunities
• Social challenges and contest platform

LEADER, EXPERIENTIAL, CONNECTED
INNOVATIVE, RELIABLE, DATA-DRIVEN
CREATIVE, CUTTING-EDGE, QUALITY
PERSONALIZED, ACTIONABLE
DISRUPTIVE, PERFORMANCE
ENTERTAINING, ATHLETIC

AthliOS UserPORTAL: A white-label web portal
that enables users to store and analyze
exercise data.

At h l i O S D e v i c e U I : A custom-designed,
ubiquitous UI for all ﬁtness equipment loaded
with and arsenal of “ever-updating” features
and content.

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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BRAND DNA

BRAND ESSENCE

SET OF HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS

HEART + SOUL OF THE BRAND
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INNOVATION FIRST.
RELENTLESS PURSUIT OF BETTER.
As a brand, we promise to continually innovate, build upon and perfect our
product offerings to satisfy our consumer’s demand to stay on the cutting
edge of market and technology trends.

AL BO

LD
S
TR

The functional and emotional soul of the brand. AthliOS” Brand attributes
lay the Brand Identity’s foundation and encapsulate the company’s culture
and spirit in communication.
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BRAND
VISION
BRAND
MISSION

BRAND
VALUES + VOICE

The vision, mission and values work together to create a clear and direct
picture of what AthliOS desires to become and how we get there. These
“Big Ideas” function as an organizational totem pole around which strategy,
behavior, actions and communication are aligned.

BRAND DIRECTION
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BRAND DIRECTION

VISION + MISSION

VALUES
WHAT MAKES US, US

REVOLUTIONIZING THE
CONNECTED FITNESS INDUSTRY
• Providing a seamless, connected, cloud based solution that offers data
and analytics to drive client’s bottom line.
• Radically improve user experience on all ﬁtness equipment.
• Producing world class VR, AR and live streaming content.
• Expanding the ﬁtness ecosystem by harnessing the power of data.

INNOVATION

The relentless pursuit of better

To tailor each user’s experience to their needs

PASSION

HEALTH

To build extraordinary
experiences + innovative solutions

To make the world a healthier place

COLLABORATION

QUALITY

To connect industry leaders
around a common goal

OUR MISSION
Through our commitment to revolutionize the connected ﬁtness industry.
AthliOS leads the way in providing value to our customers by radically
improving personal experiences across multiple classes and types of
ﬁtness equipment, harnessing the power of actionable data, and creating a
connected ecosystem to drive client decision making and user engagement.

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE

PERSONALIZATION

EDUCATION

To teach people to exercise the
right way

ENTERTAINMENT

To make exercise more fun and engaging

To build the best and
most reliable solutions

CONNECTION

To bring together the segmented
world of exercise data

PERFORMANCE
To help athletes exercise
smarter + more efﬁcently

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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VOICE
ONE DISTINCTIVE, UNIFIED MESSAGE
The psychographic and demographic makeup of equipment

With this keen understanding of our audience, AthliOS has

manufacturers, facility managers and ﬁtness consumers has

deﬁned itself as the connected ﬁtness blueprint for

shifted tremendously since the dawn of the "smart" product.

Manufacturers, Club Facilities and Users. Using our expertise

Consumers now demand connected experiences in every

in design, data aggregation and machine control, we

aspect of their lives, including the gym. They expect their

shepherd our clients into the digital age with low cost, high

data to be accessible and crave for engaging technological

impact software-driven solutions that deliver engaging end

experiences.

user experiences.

Fitness Manufacturers and Facility Managers are currently

AthliOS' tone reﬂects its audience: forward-looking,

ﬁghting an uphill battle to remain on the cutting edge of

personalized and inspiring. It is never arrogant or

technology trends set by 21st century tycoons like Apple and

pretentious. By using genuine and accessible words we

Microsoft. Now more than ever, what the user experiences

establish our credibility and explain our product’s beneﬁts

on-device is more important than what is under the hood. An

in the simplest terms. Our passion for ﬁtness and

efﬁcient workout is no longer sufﬁcient; engaging and

self-improvement, both athletically and technologically,

theatrical content is instrumental in making a good workout

serves as a guiding light in all communicative efforts and

great. Experience and connectivity are the keys to success in

speaks to our customer's idealized vision of themselves.

a market saturated with disconnected ﬁtness apps and

Playfulness is not frowned upon, but should be kept in check

streaming services. Fitness Manufacturers and Facility

as to not diminish the premium quality of our product. Trust

Managers must catapult their branded experience into the

and reliability is paramount, and should always come

next generation or sit vulnerable to alien newcomers like

through in our messaging.

Peleton and Apple.

WE VOW TO CREATE THE MOST ENGAGING AND
PERSONALIZED FITNESS EXPERIENCES IN THE WORLD.
WE BELIEVE THE POWER OF DATA SHOULD BE ACCESSIBLE
TO ALL ATHLETES AND FITNESS ENTHUSIASTS. THEIR
PASSION FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT DESERVES A FUEL AS
POWERFUL AS THEIR WILL.
WE BELIEVE THAT PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCES REIGN
SUPREME. “MASS PRODUCTION” IS NOT IN OUR
VOCABULARY.
WE BELIEVE TECHNOLOGY CAN UNITE A COMMUNITY AND
INSPIRE INDIVIDUALS TO ACHIEVE GOALS THEY ONCE
THOUGHT INSURMOUNTABLE.
WE PROMISE TO BUILD INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS, DEVELOP
PARTNERSHIPS AND CREATE CONTENT THAT SIMPLY
MOTIVATES USERS TO COMMIT TO CHANGE.

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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SECONDARY
LOGOS

LOGO +
TAGLINE

LOGO
USAGE

TYPO
GRAPHY

ICONOGRAPHY +
NOMENCLATURE

LAYOUTS

AthliOS’ creative direction is a system designed to amplify the Brand's
core messaging through consistent visual and typographic treatments. The
direction creates a consistent through line that is emotionally impactful.
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BRAND IDENTITY

LOGO

TAGLINE

The "A" in the AthliOS wordmark should be used as a spacing guide. The

The AthliOS tagline "The Connected Fitness Blueprint," is a short phrase

logo should never be smaller than 0.3 inches in print and 75 pixels in

that captures the Brand’s essence, personality and positioning. Signature

digital. The logo should always be placed on a contrasting background with

spacing should follow the logo spacing guidelines. It should only be used

minimal visual noise. A modiﬁed version of the logo should never be used.

when the signature is larger than 2 inches in print. The stand alone
“Connected Fitness Blueprint” should always remain seperate from the
logo.

SIGNATURE #1

SIGNATURE #2

LOGOTYPE

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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BRAND IDENTITY

LOGO USAGE

SECONDARY LOGOS

The AthliOS logo should always be used in the approved format. It should

AthliOS’ secondary logos are to use elements from the AthliOS brandmark

never be modiﬁed. Here are some examples of what not to do with the

and logotype. They are to be designed using a "thin-stroke" style to provide

AthliOS logo.

a layer of contrast in comparison to the main brandmark. They should be
able to stand alone and still be distinctly associated to the AthliOS Brand.

Do not squish or stretch
the logo

Do not change to a color
outside of the AthliOS
palette

Do not angle the logo

Do not make the brand
mark a different color
than the logotype

Do not alter the spacing of
the logo in anyway

Do not place solid logo on the
busy part of an image or vivid
textured background

Do not use the white logo
on anything but a dark
background

IS AWESOME

Do not use the logo in a
sentence

Do not use the black logo
on anything but a white
background

Do not use the logo as a
pattern

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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ICONOGRAPHY
Icons should be suggestive of the functionality/idea with which they are

NOMENCLATURE
Company Name in Text: AthliOS

associated. AthliOS icons are to retain a “skinny” styling to provide
contrast between the AthliOS typeface and brandmark.

Product Names: All product name signature treaments use the AthliOS
display font and mimic the light vs. bold styling of the logo.

BUSINESS SEGMENTS

TARG E T MA R K E T S

Product Name in Text:
PR O D U C T S

BasisCLOUD
DeviceUI
AssetPORTAL
UserPORTAL

O N D EV I C E F EAT U R E S

Service Name in Text:
O.S Platform
BUSINESS

Management Services
Innovation Lab

OTHER

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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DISPLAY TYPOGRAPHY
The display typeface for AthliOS is a custom version of Pirulen Regular. It
should only be used for display purposes such as product names and
treatments. It is not to be used in typical paragraph styling. The two
weights to be used are Bold and Light. Combination of the weights can be
used to create visually and interesting type treatments like the one
showcased to the right. The AthliOS Custom typeface is strong, futuristic
and impactful if used appropriately. Kerning, leading and tracking will play
a crucial role. The characters should be tight and powerful. As a rule,
tracking should be set to 25 or less.

T H E H U B O F Y O U R D I G I TA L E X P E R I E N C E
A fully customizable analytics suite designed for your needs,
giving you next level insight into your product and content
usage patterns to optimize future business decisions.

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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SECONDARY DISPLAY

SUB + BODY

The secondary display typeface is FF Din Condensed Black. It should only

The primary typeface is Din Condensed. This san-serif font was selected for

be used for display purposes such as website headers and advertising

its industrial and slightly severe look. Kerning, leading and tracking play a

display treatments. FF Din Condensed Black is bold, powerful and

crucial role in achieving an airy, light and futuristic aesthetic. As a general

memorable if used appropriately. Kerning, leading and tracking will play a

rule, headlines should have a tracking of 100 or more, while body copy

crucial role. As a rule, tracking should be set to 22 or less and the type

should be set to 10 with the leading set to 20. Call to actions are to follow

should always be set in all caps.

the same general rule as headlines. Various weights can be used to
establish different visual hierarchy, but the copy overall should feel light.
Italic fonts should be used sparingly to keep the futuristic aesthetic. Body

Aa

copy font should never be smaller than 9. For paragraph widths between
FF DIN CONDENSED BLACK

THIS IS A HEADLINE EXAMPLE

0-70mm the body type should be set between 9-11pt. For 70-140mm the
type should be set between 12-16 pt and widths greater than 140mm, type
should be set between 16-20pt.

Aa
Aa
Aa
ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE

DIN CONDENSED BOLD

THIS IS A HEADLINE EXAMPLE
DIN CONDENSED REGULAR

This is a Sub Headline Ex amp l e
DIN CONDENSED LIGHT

This is a body copy example
ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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LAYOUTS
THE ATHLIOS LOOK
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CALL TO ACTION
Call to action should use the typeface Din

C AL L TO A C T I O N

Condensed Medium Alternate in all caps.
Tracking should be set to 100 or more to
maintain the integrity of the design.

To achieve the AthliOS look, careful attention must be paid to spacing and
symmetry. Visual equidistance between objects is desired. To accomplish a
clean and "airy" feeling in creative, generous line and letter spacing must
be deployed. Body copy tracking should be set to 10 and leading to 20.
This improves the overall aesthetic and legibility of the copy for the user.

THE GRID
The grid represents a basic structure for graphic design. It provides
consistency and projects a level of visual elegance through all AthliOS
design. The preference is to utilize a 3 or 6 column grid for guidance. This
should give designers the license they need to create interesting layouts

HEADLINE
This is an example of body copy. It is set at 12 pt, with leading of 25
and tracking at 10. Leave ample space between lines and never try to
ﬁt copy into small spaces by decreasing the tracking.

C A L L TO A C T I O N

while maintaining consistency.

HEADLINE
"Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing
elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis

C AL L TO A C T I O N

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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PRIMARY COLORS

SECONDARY COLORS
The AthliOS secondary color palette is only permitted for interface design.

There are 5 main colors in the AthliOS palette, including white and 2

Gradients and secondary colors are only to be used for secondary

gradients. The Brand should maintain a white aesthetic with blue accents.

elements. Main elements of the interface should deploy AthliOS' primary

Tints of colors are permitted as long as the integrity of the color is

color palette.

maintained. Black-Grey should be treated as the Brand's black.
The AthliOS Blue gradient is only permitted for use in iconography and
photographic imagery. The logo should never be styled using the gradient.
The Black-Grey gradient should only be used for interface/web backgrounds.

AthliOS Blue
RGB - 0, 85, 129
CMYK - 98, 68, 28, 19
#005581
Pantone: 7692C

Black-Grey
RGB - 28, 30, 38
CMYK - 78, 71, 58, 71
#1C1E26
Pantone: 7547C

Light Grey
RGB - 153, 153, 153
CMYK - 45, 35, 35, 1
#999999
Pantone: 422C

AthliOS Blue Gradient
RGB 39, 170, 255
27, 117, 188
0, 85, 129

Light Grey

Red

Orange

Blue

Yellow

Green

RGB - 204, 204, 204

RGB - 237, 28, 36

RGB - 239, 70, 35

RGB - 34, 88, 166

RGB - 255, 222, 23

RGB - 160, 201, 58

CMYK - 19, 15, 16, 0

CMYK - 0, 99, 97, 0

CMYK - 0, 88, 100, 0

CMYK - 92, 72, 1, 0

CMYK - 2, 9, 97, 0

CMYK - 43, 2, 100, 0

#CCCCCC

#ED1C24

#EF4623

#2258A6

#FFDE17

#A0C93A

Grey Gradient

Red Gradient

Orange Gradient

Blue Gradient

Yellow Gradient

Green Gradient

RGB -

RGB -

RGB -

RGB -

RGB -

RGB -

143, 148, 151

236, 28, 36

245, 127, 32

39, 170, 255

255, 241, 0

160, 201, 58

166, 168, 171

229, 38, 54

239, 70, 35

27, 117, 188

255, 241, 0

140, 180, 63

187, 189, 191

238, 58, 73

238, 51, 39

43, 57, 144

255, 221, 21

57, 181, 74

Dark Grey
RGB - 42, 42, 52
CMYK - 76, 71, 55, 60
#2A2A34
Pantone: 532C

AthliOS Black-Grey Gradient
RGB 58, 58, 71
42, 42, 52
28, 30, 38

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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TYPOGRAPHIC
USAGE

GRAPHIC
LANGUAGE

CREATIVE
BRIEF

PHOTOGRAPHY

AthliOS' creative direction is a system designed to amplify the Brand's core
messaging through consistent visual and typographic treatments. To create a
consistent through line that is emotionally impactful, time and effort has been
made to develop a stylistic approach that is piloted by the message.

CREATIVE DIRECTION

CREATIVE BRIEF
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CREATIVE DIRECTION

T H E BI G I D EA
The big idea is that AthliOS' platform empowers brands to create
extraordinary ﬁtness experiences. By harnessing the power of data

POS ITIONING

aggregation, machine control and immersive content, Brands can

AthliOS is the connected fitness blueprint. AthliOs is a connected ﬁtness
platform built to support Manufacturers + Club Facilities’ deployment of
a branded, cloud-based experience across all of their devices.

personally engage with their users in an entirely new way.

M A I N I D E AS TO C O M M U N I CAT E
Endless Possibilities

BRAND PILLARS

There is no limit to what you can create with the AthliOS platform.

Connected
Experiential

Personalized Brand Experience

Innovative

Personally engage with users in the club and at home with a ubiquitous

Data-Driven

brand experience across all devices.

CREATIVE STRATEGY: THE B LUE P R I N T

Perpetual Innovation

Blueprint: Type of paper reproduction usually of a technical drawing,

Create real-time feedback loops that ensures perpetual product innovation.

documenting architecture or engineering design. Blueprints gained
popularity in in the late 1800's because it was a relatively cheap and

Speed of Development

simple way to reproduce images.

Rise and stay above the noise. Our modern architecture & expertise in
design, feature management and engineering cuts your development

AthliOS is the connected fitness blueprint.

timeline down from 24 months to 180 days.

AthliOS' proven cloud-based platform provides a blueprint for
Manufacturers and Fitness club operators to design and launch a
personalized branded experience across all of their devices.
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CREATIVE DIRECTION
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CREATIVE DIRECTION

THE GRID
A 3X3 grid should be used for all creative to maintain consistency and
provide structure. 3X6 may be used for text heavy creative. Margins should
always be 10 millimeters.
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CREATIVE DIRECTION

BIG + IMPACTFUL
TYPOGRAPHIC USAGE
Big ideas deserve big typefaces. Thought provoking and impactful language
should always be the main focus of AthliOS creative. Proper symmetry and
balance is achieved by using the layout and typographical principles
outlined.

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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CREATIVE DIRECTION

BOLD + REFINED

THE BLUEPRINT

GRAPHIC STYLING

GRAPHIC STYLING

The contrast between bold display type and AthliOS' "skinny" icon styling is

The "Blue Network" background is a reoccurring graphic theme in all

key to achieving the desired aesthetic. Careful attention must be paid to

AthliOS creative. It's function is to reinforce AthliOS's position as the

spacing and symmetry. Visual equidistance between objects is desired in

Connected Fitness Blueprint. The design is a futuristic take on the diazo

all creative.

chemical process, often referred to as the blue-line process. In the 1940's
it replaced the traditional cyanotype blueprint as the go-to printing process
for architecture and engineering design. The "Blue Network" background
should be used sparingly to retain its allure. It's best suited for display
treatments and should remain the dominate design element. Avoid use in
text heavy documents, photographic creative and print.
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CREATIVE DIRECTION

BEAUTY IN THE WHITE SPACE
GRAPHIC STYLING
Elements within AthliOS creative should be spaced generously to create a
clean and airy aesthetic The message is more important than the design.
Massimo Vignelli said it best. "White space is silence to better hear the
message loud and clear." A white background in all creative is preferred.
Never use the AthliOS Blue gradient as a background in illustration heavy
design.

SIGNATURE PLACEMENT
In Advertising, signature #2 should be placed in the bottom left corner,
aligning with the 10mm margin. Signature #1 should only be used if it is
the focal point of the design. Addition of the tagline should be used
arbitrarily. The stand alone “Connected Fitness Blueprint” signature should
never be placed below the logo signature. The tagline should be dismissed
in design in which the logo is a secondary or tertiary element as to not
clutter the creative.

ATHLIOS BRAND & STYLE GUIDE
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CREATIVE DIRECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY
THE STORIES TO COMMUNICATE
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CREATIVE DIRECTION

USER INTERACTION
AthliOS creates personalized and engaging experiences that promote
change. Our photography should reﬂect this intimate relationship. By using

The User is at the center of the AthliOS Brand. His or hers engagement and

tight, ﬁrst person or over the shoulder shots, we capture the personal story

interaction with our product is the key to our success. Photographic assets

of the User's relationship with our product. An image of interaction &

should reﬂect the importance of this relationship. AthliOS' photographic

emotion is stronger than a standalone product shot. This type of imagery

aesthetic is intimate, thought provoking and optimistic. It reﬂects the

should be used in advertising and web treatments.

strong connection between the user and product.

3 STORY LINES TO C O M M UN I CATE
User Interaction with Product
Athletic Pursuit
Product

STYLING: ATHLIOS BLUE G RADI E N T OV E R LAY
The AthliOS blue gradient overlay is to be used for all "User Interaction
with Product" and "Athletic Pursuit" photographic creative to provide a
branded feel. It creates an impactful Brand aesthetic and provides a
pop of color to AthliOS' predominantly white look and feel.
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CREATIVE DIRECTION
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CREATIVE DIRECTION

ATHLETIC PURSUIT

PRODUCT

Athletic self-improvement lies at the core of the AthliOS Brand. Idealized

Imagery should capture the beauty of the product's design and features in

ﬁtness imagery can be used to communicate the end result of engagement

stunning detail. Products should always be set on a white background and

with our product and used as a metaphor for business practices. Cardio

avoid harsh shadows. Clean lighting and reﬂective shadows should be

imagery is preferred, due to the current nature of our product. Worm’s-eye

applied to evoke a futuristic aesthetic. Photography of the interfaces on

views (looking upward) evoke associations with abstract thinking, creativity

device is preferred, especially for cardio UI's. Desktop and mobile products

and optimism. This type of imagery should be used in advertising and web

may use stock treatments, but edited to match the desired aesthetic. This

treatments.

type of imagery should be used for web treatments.
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DIGITAL
PRINT
PRESENTATIONS
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BUSINESS PAPERS

BUSINESS CARD

BUSINESS PAPERS

THANK YOU NOTE
THANK YOU.

SCOTT SECHREST
FO UNDE R + CE O

C. 310.403.7831
SCOTT@ATHLIOS.COM
623 1ST PLACE
HERMOSA BEACH, CA 90254
ATHLIOS.COM

BLUEPRINT.
THE CONNECTED FITNESS
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ATHLIOS
623 1ST PLACE HERMOSA BEACH, CA 90254
+1 (310) 403-7831 | SCOTT@ATHLIOS.COM
ATHLIOS.COM
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BUSINESS PAPERS

LETTERHEADS

STATIONARY
SCOTT SECHREST

Mr, Recepient’s name
Recepient’s Title
Recepients address
City, Province Zip code
City, Date, Year

Dear Mr Smith,
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy
nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in
hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat
nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit
praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy
nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis
nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy
nibh et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue
duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi
Sincerly,

Scott Zachau

SCOTT SECHREST
623 1ST PLACE HERMOSA BEACH, CA 90254
+1 (310) 403-7831 | SCOTT@ATHLIOS.COM
ATHLIOS.COM
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BUSINESS PAPERS

BLUEPRINT.
THE CONNECTED FITNESS

BLUEPRINT.
THE CONNECTED FITNESS

SCOTT SECHREST
623 1ST PLACE HERMOSA BEACH, CA 90254
+1 (310) 403-7831 | SCOTT@ATHLIOS.COM
ATHLIOS.COM
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BUSINESS PAPERS

VERTICAL COVERS

HORIZONTAL COVERS
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BUSINESS PAPERS
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BUSINESS PAPERS

NOTEPAD + ENVELOPE

BLUEPRINT.
THE CONNECTED FITNESS

POWERPOINT

HEADER GOES HERE
S U BT I T L E G O ES H ER E
These 4 words serve as the pillars of AthliOS Brand. They inspire our
creative pursuits and drive our business decisions. They embody our
disruptive aspirations and fuel our culture of innovation. We’re a faction of
engineers, designers and visionaries with a passion for ﬁtness and
experiences. Working together to catapult the ﬁtness industry into the
next generation by asking ourselves one
question. What makes an experience extraordinary?

ATHLIOS
623 1ST PLACE HERMOSA BEACH, CA 90254
+1 (310) 403-7831 | SCOTT@ATHLIOS.COM
ATHLIOS.COM
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BUSINESS PAPERS

THE COURSE
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BUSINESS PAPERS

THE OFFICE
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BUSINESS PAPERS

THE GYM
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BUSINESS PAPERS

LIFESTYLE

INNOVATION
FIRST.
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